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August 26 | 1973

Dear MPA people,

I have been having a very hard time 1atciIy. Irve been experiencing

many 6f the same feelings that aanded me in hospital in 1970; a lot
/ of anx*s depression and anxiety. The anxiety is connected with

MPA workr especially with formal meetings wibh non-MpA people.
has

The tensionrreached panic proportions in a number of meetings over

I need some time away from MPA.

/Over,the past two years and eight months, Irve just burned myself

out, and now I have to get away for a while. I'm not sure whether

'I'm resigndnqr my position or asking foi a leave of absence. The

difference is only in wording anyway._p-.-=..-,:*_*-:
: ,=-.s*:--

:ference is only in wording anyway.:--* _**_------ . ,0,.-.;
ryE'p."s gotten to the point where T cantfr handlerany

trPA demand,s. Last thursday there was a meeting of the committee

to find a new ,drop-in center. f came in at 2:L5, 3/4 of an hour

before the meeting. I was so uptight just being

to leave before the meeeting started.

there that f had

I don't feel I want to leave MpA. I still consider myself\a

member and feel a very strong bond to the group. f hope to get

back to work as soon as r can handle it. The group has become almost

my entire life. other than at my communeo r have no friends outside

of MPA peppA6. What i'm saying is that thereLs nowhere else Irm

escaping to. r just need a long breather froln the pressures so that

T can return when I'm capable of contributing to the groEp.

I dont think it's just a rationalization to say that it will

probably be good for the group for me to ba away for awhkbe. f know

the past fa couple of months.

can't take any more of it.

the group is strong endoghi now to rnalce it thru any crisis'
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But things 'have gotten stale over.the past year and the whole organiza-

tion needs a shaking up. I have not had the energy to initiate the

changes.and in many passive ways, r think my presence has hindered'r
!

these changes. Things have gotten into a routine that seems almost

unbendable. of course the routin?can be changed, but it requires

seeing things thru new xlrxx and fresh eyes, which at this pointrmine

definitely are not.

I dont think i've been seeing things clearly for qui€e a while now.

Things have gotten more bureaucratic; my behaviour has gotten more

bureaucratic. The love that I feel for so many people at I'IPA canrt

find channels to express itself any longer. Just keeping myself

functional and keeping the fucking machine moving has sapped aII my

energy. I need time for the energy to replenish itself, so that when

r caome back, it*Hil8t as someone who it distantly fieurotic.

At lhe beginning I felt hopeful, about what the group could accomplish,
{l-/ d,/- @t 4! N""&4xAerA^t .

feel good together. 
."rra'. rtua.tY, I 've

u(f'ln YM
become so swamped with the paperwork demanas and.Lb-m#fr pain that

I see in so many people that there are times when I donrt see solutions.
's

Although I may not have shown it (I don't feel capable of showing much

of anything these days) tbb episode with Earl affected me very much.

Intellectually, I know there are solutions to the probl-ems of aldrenation

within the group, and r really believe the group will fin{ them.

.My



But at the moment, f don't have the energy to see solutions.

I do want to come back to work at MPA, but Irm not sure when

that will be. It could be a couple of months or it could be longer.
\

What -I intend to do with my time during Sept & oct i3 to try and

sort out MPA in my head by writing about it. T hope to write a

fairly ibong assessment of the group from the beginning up to the

present.

I have talked to Ahberta about the problems T've been having

and about writing this assessment for the CYC. My contract ends

in two months, at the end of October, and, if it's alright with

MPA, Alberta suggests that I stay on CYC til oct. 3lst' using

these two months to do some writing and try and get my head to-

gether.

This plan will not affect MPA financially since we already

have four extra LEAP salaries which we won't be using during

sept & oct. Formally, it will mean that MPA will have three and

not four CYC salaries and that I will be hired directly by CYC

to do the written assessment. If a replacement for me j-s elected

--and I think someone should be--that person rarculd be paid a LEAP

salary, still leaving three unused LEAP salaries.

Stan, Barry and I and the EAC bave discussed a p13n

the gap in the office. This proposal will come up later

to

on
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the

agenda.

I donrt want to turn this into a soap opera, but T do have

very strong feelings about MPA and about ny leaiing for a while.

I think MPA is the,most exciting and relevant comnunity group in

Vancouver and I know that we will make it through any crises that

come up (this is the speech that r didn't make at the Anniversay

party last mdrch) r.



I really nebd and want'your support iit this time.

rf a crisis egrs arises that the group feels r am needed to help

solve, I wontt be far away.

a.e


